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Because every project is unique, we do not
focus on a specific building typology. Our ex-
tensive portfolio includes new buildings, re-
constructions and renovations in the field of
residential projects, care centres, government
projects, schools, cultural projects, commercial
buildings, offices, banks, industrial projects, but
also property developments, masterplanning,
interiordesign and product design.

Continuously in motion and guided by emotions,
we create architecture that has regard for the
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ConixRDBM is today one
of the finest architectural
firms inBegium.

The founders ofCONIX
RDBM Architectsare the
architects Christine Conix,
J ordenGoossenaerts
andFrederikJacobs. Our
organisationconsists of a
multidisciplinary teamof 65
members operatingfrom
offices inAntwerp,Brussels,
Rotterdam andTerneuzen.
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given space and offers a meaningful answer to
the needs of our client, the location, society and
the time spirit. In order to do so, we developed
a unique methodology allowing us to create
an integrated concept that sees to the four
chronologicalstadia: Research, Design,Build and
Maintain. The resulting concept is, irrespective
of its nature, extent or budget, innovative in its
architecture and creative in its workingprocess.

Our ultimate goal is to create architecture that
offers an added value to its users as well as to
society as a whole. We want our architecture
to be functional, flexible and aesthetic, for now
and for the future.

Across-pollinationof
lightingandarchitecture
CONIX RDBM ArchitectscollaboratedwithKreon
to create the new headquarters for Kreon in
Oudsbergen. For the concept and development,
CONIX RDBM Architectsputtheirheads together
with Kristof Pycke, the art director at Kreon. The
result is a surprising cross-pollination of lighting
and architecture. The philosophy followed
by Kreon over the past 15 years is integrated
into every detail of the building: creativity and
technical innovation are essential elements in
the companyʼs culture. They are reflected in the
design of the new building.

Concept

The entire building breathes the Kreon compa-
ny philosophy: simplicity and purity.The design
aims for a classic appearance with sober, time-
less architecture. As a result, the abundant light
streams unhindered throughoutthe open struc-
ture. As a lighting manufacturer, the company
draws its inspiration from the architecture and
interior design of the ʼ20s and ʼ30s. The influ-
ence oftheBauhaus architecture is recognisable
in thesymmetry, therepeating elements and the
tight geometric shapes of the Kreon products.
Right angles and lines are the basic shapes of
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modern architecture. Kreon uses them in their
lightingproducts and in the architectural design
of their new office building. The cleverly sim-
plistic design gives the space a universal and
timeless character. And in the building, they are
in evenly balanced dialogue.

The lighting fittings do not stand out anywhere
in the new building.Logical, because they were
designed froman architectural perspective, not
on the basis of their light radius. They therefore
blend seamlessly into the total concept. The
same holds true for other Kreon products
such as climate ceilings and signalisation. The
Kreon products, as well as sunlight, contribute
to the marriage between light and shape. Light
streams freely throughthe glass façade, bathing
the buildingʼs interior.

Thegenerouslylitspaces offersa senseofclarity
and freedom – strengthened by the modest
colour palette. White and black act as the
overtones both insideand out. They respectfully
interact with each other on the walls and floors,
while the black ceiling expresses an engaging
monologue. The materials used have a noble
simplicity: wood, brick, glass and metal. The
primary building blocks of architecture – such
as the brick walls – are presented unabashedly
to visitors.

Symmetry and repetition create a feeling
of peace and regularity throughout the
headquarters. Even the inbuilt cupboards,
furniture and lighting elements comply with the
uniformcadence of the building.

J acques ALLARD – Gisèle VIDTS©Archi-News2021

Visitconixrdbm.com
and @conixrdbmarchitects

formore information.
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